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Welcome to UCL East’s Engagement Report 2020/21.

Welcome to this look back at the work UCL has been doing with local communities in east 
London over the last year, ahead of the opening of our new campus in Queen Elizabeth 
Olympic Park.

I am pleased to say that, despite the pandemic, we will be ready to welcome the public, 
Z[\KLU[Z�HUK�Z[HɈ�PU[V�[OL�ÄYZ[�VM�V\Y�<*3�,HZ[�I\PSKPUNZ�PU�[OL�H\[\TU�VM�������
Local communities will be central to the activity in our One Pool Street building as we 
bring together the public, scientists, students, business and industry to create knowledge 
and tools to meet the challenges of tomorrow’s world. On topics ranging from robotics 
and AI to health, urbanisation, disability and sustainability, we will be inviting people from 
east London to collaborate with us.

This report gives you a brief snapshot of just some of the many ways we have begun to do 
that, working with local community organisations and putting culture, art and history at 
the heart of this activity too. 

0�SVVR�MVY^HYK�[V�^LSJVTPUN�`V\�[V�<*3�,HZ[�[V�ZLL�P[Z�[YHUZMVYTH[P]L�WV[LU[PHS�ÄYZ[�OHUK��
Whether you’re helping shape our research and innovation, joining in our learning activities 
VY�LUQV`PUN�H�JVɈLL�HUK�[OL�^VYR�VM�SVJHS�HY[PZ[Z�PU�V\Y�W\ISPJ�ZWHJLZ��0�OVWL�<*3�,HZ[�^PSS�
be a destination you return to often to pursue your passions and goals.

Best wishes

Professor Paola Lettieri FREng
Director, UCL East

Professor of Chemical Engineering
University College London

As an east Londoner, Olympian and former UCL student, I’m proud to see my 
university’s new campus nearing completion in Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.

In any neighbourhood, the spaces open to you and the facilities available to you 
help to shape you, from childhood through to later life. Which is why UCL East 
has been designed to welcome in the public all year round and involve local 
JVTT\UP[PLZ�[OYV\NOV\[�P[Z�^VYR���MYVT�JVSSHIVYH[PVUZ�^P[O�SVJHS�I\ZPULZZLZ��
schools and organisations, to the public art by local artists that it has supported 
for everyone visiting the Park to enjoy. 

This report illustrates how UCL is already listening to and working with its new 
neighbours. I hope you will enjoy learning a little more about the impact so far. I’m 
excited to think how much more can be achieved in future by combining UCL’s 
world leading research and innovation with the creativity, interests, aspirations and 
needs of local people in east London. 

Christine Ohuruogu MBE
UCL Council member

Welcome



UCL is London’s Global University, engaged with the wider 
world and committed to changing it for the better. Driven 
by disruptive and critical thinking, UCL brings together 
LK\JH[PVU��YLZLHYJO�HUK�LU[LYWYPZL�MVY�[OL�SVUN�[LYT�ILULÄ[�
of London and the globe.   
 
UCL East is UCL’s new campus at East Bank, Queen 
Elizabeth Olympic Park’s cultural and education district. 
We and UAL’s London College of Fashion are joining global 
cultural brands the BBC, Sadler’s Wells and the V&A to create 
this powerhouse for innovation, creativity and learning in 
east London. East Bank will attract an additional 1.5 million 
]PZP[VYZ�WLY�`LHY��JYLH[L�������QVIZ�HUK�NLULYH[L�HU�LZ[PTH[LK�
£1.5 billion for the local economy.  
 
We are building a new model of how a university campus can 
be embedded within its locality. Our work to engage with local 
communities is well under way, as illustrated in this report. 
Similarly, our UCL East campus will be welcoming, accessible 
HUK�VWLU�[V�HSS�[OYV\NO�JVSSHIVYH[PVU�HUK�JV�JYLH[PVU���

6\Y�ÄYZ[�UL^�I\PSKPUN��6UL�7VVS�:[YLL[��VWLUZ�PU�H\[\TU�
������MVSSV^LK�I`�V\Y�4HYZONH[L�I\PSKPUN�[OL�MVSSV^PUN�
academic year. Once fully up and running, our new campus 
^PSS�ZLL�\W�[V�������Z[\KLU[Z�HUK�����HJHKLTPJ�Z[HɈ�SP]PUN��
learning, and working at UCL East. 

It will be home to brand new postgraduate and undergraduate 
degrees, responding to the challenges the world faces now 
HUK�PU�[OL�M\[\YL��+PZJPWSPULZ�^PSS�]HY`�MYVT�YVIV[PJZ��HY[PÄJPHS�
PU[LSSPNLUJL��\YIHUPZT��HUK�LUNPULLYPUN�[V�[OL�^VYSK»Z�ÄYZ[�
business school dedicated to improving global health. Our 
new School of Creative and Cultural Industries combines 
collaboration, creativity and practical skills in areas like 
media, heritage, art, and technology. 
 
UCL East will support businesses and enterprises too. In the 
��� ����HJHKLTPJ�`LHY��<*3�Z[HY[�\WZ�H[[YHJ[LK����T�VM�
L_[LYUHS�PU]LZ[TLU[�HUK�LTWSV`LK�TVYL�[OHU�������WLVWSL��0U�
HKKP[PVU�����UL^�<*3�NYHK\H[L�Z[HY[�\WZ�^LYL�MVYTLK�K\YPUN�
���������:PUJL������H�[V[HS�VM�����Z[HY[�\WZ�PU�I\ZPULZZ�OH]L�
JVSSLJ[P]LS`�YHPZLK�V]LY���� �TPSSPVU�PU�PU]LZ[TLU[Z��

UCL East

UCL East East Bank

Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ucl-east
http://www.queenelizabetholympicpark.co.uk/east-bank
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(Z�*V]PK�� �[VVR�OVSK��V\Y�LUNHNLTLU[�[LHTZ�^HU[LK�[V�
know what the biggest concerns of east Londoners were, and 
how we could work with local communities to help. 

UCL’s new campus is all about breaking down boundaries 
between knowledge and experience to solve some of the 
TVZ[�\YNLU[�JOHSSLUNLZ�HɈLJ[PUN�WLVWSL�HUK�[OL�WSHUL[��1\Z[�
as teams of UCL researchers worked on the global response 
to the pandemic, UCL East teams focused locally, and 
matched our resources to the needs of our neighbours. 
 
This report gives examples of those partnerships and their 
PTWHJ[��HUK�ZOV^Z�OV^�^L�MV\UK�UL^��ÅL_PISL�^H`Z�[V�KLSP]LY�
WYVQLJ[Z�PU�[OL�6S`TWPJ�IVYV\NOZ�KLZWP[L�*V]PK�� �� 

UCL East’s engagement teams and local communities 
PKLU[PÄLK�[OL�MVSSV^PUN�WYPVYP[`�HYLHZ�MVY�HJ[PVU�VU�JOHSSLUNLZ�
MHJLK�I`�LHZ[�3VUKVULYZ�K\YPUN��������!

Responding to east London

HEALTH AND WELLBEING

RECREATION AND OUTDOOR SPACES

EDUCATION AND LEARNING

ART AND CREATIVIT Y

ADVICE AND SUPPORT

Images opposite from top: 
Aerial view of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and surrounds, 
credit © Jason Hawkes
Workshop, credit Matt Clayton for UCL
STEM skills workshop, credit UCL Engineering

Images this page from top:
Rubbena Webb, Trellis project co-creator, credit Ollie Harrop
In the garden, credit Ondre Roach
Engineering Tutoring Programme, credit UCL Engineering 
Get Together participants, credit LLDC
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Health and wellbeing
Social connections are crucial for our health and well-being, especially 
during times of high uncertainty and distress. We collaborated with 
local partners to better understand the impact of the pandemic on the 
health and wellbeing of our local communities and explore the role 
social connections play in building resilience. 

,HZ[�3VUKVU�OHZ�THU`�ZLSM�LTWSV`LK�HUK�ZVSL�[YHKLY�HY[PZ[Z�
and craftworkers whose work was particularly disrupted by 
the pandemic. Academics from the IOE, UCL’s Faculty of 
Education and Society, worked with artists from Hackney on 
a research project Solo – Surviving or Thriving, to understand 
OV^�[OL`�OH]L�ILLU�HKHW[PUN�[OLPY�^VYR��HUK�[OL�ZWLJPÄJ�
changes and innovations they have made in response to 
the crisis. Findings were shared in a video and podcasts to 
highlight the psychological impact of the pandemic on artistic 
communities. These are valuable resources, giving an insight 
into artists’ coping mechanisms during the pandemic. 

Researchers from UCL Psychology and Language Sciences 
JV�KLZPNULK�H�ZLYPLZ�VM�VUSPUL�ZLZZPVUZ�^P[O�LHZ[�3VUKVU�
artists, asking young people about their experiences of 
loneliness during the pandemic. Connecting Spaces invited 
WHY[PJPWHU[Z�[V�YLÅLJ[�VU�OV^�HUK�^O`�KPɈLYLU[�LU]PYVUTLU[Z�
could increase the sense of loneliness. This study built an 
\UKLYZ[HUKPUN�VM�OV^�ZWHJLZ�HɈLJ[�`V\UN�WLVWSL�HUK�[OLPY�
relationship with their local neighbourhood.  

:VTL[PTLZ�^P[OPU�[OL�ZJPLU[PÄJ�
community, approaches are 
very systematic but through this 
project, I learned to appreciate 
the value and importance of a 
more creative way of looking  
at a project. 
 

Sam Fardghassemi
UCL Psychology PhD student 

An interactive, online community map for parents of children 
\UKLY�Ä]L�`LHYZ�VSK�^HZ�KL]LSVWLK�I`�<*3»Z�+LWHY[TLU[�VM�
Geography with Mapping for Change and local families in 
the borough of Tower Hamlets. The community map became 
H�YLZV\YJL�MVY�MHTPSPLZ�^P[O�`V\UN�JOPSKYLU�K\YPUN�*V]PK�� ��
MVJ\ZPUN�VU�JOPSK�OLHS[O��WHY[PJ\SHYS`�PU�KPɉJ\S[�VY�JVTWSL_�
situations. 
 
UCL’s Institute of Epidemiology and Health worked in 
partnership with an east London photographer during the 
WHUKLTPJ�[V�L_WSVYL�[OL�\UKLY�YLWYLZLU[H[PVU�VM�L[OUPJ�
minority communities in health research. 

The seed grant funded Diverse Voices project invited minority 
community groups to share skills in visual storytelling to 
JYLH[L�UL^�[VVSZ�MVY�ZLSM�HK]VJHJ`�HUK�YLWYLZLU[H[PVU��;OPZ�
storytelling performed a dual role as both a form of creative 
expression and a way to document lived experiences.  

Health and wellbeing in our cities is central to UCL research 
and our new Global Business School for Health will be based 
at UCL East. The opening of our new campus will see many 
more opportunities for research collaborations to improve 
health outcomes in east London and the wider world.

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/culture/news/2020/oct/solo-surviving-or-thriving
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MOJ56OemvtE&ab_channel=UCLCulture
https://syrupmagazine.co.uk/Connecting-Spaces-East
https://mappingforchange.org.uk/
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/culture/projects/2020-beacon-bursaries-awarded
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We tried to incorporate 
everyone’s local knowledge into 
our map to make it as diverse and 
interesting and jam-packed with 
information as possible. 

Youssef 
*V�JYLH[VY�VM�[OL�5L^OHT�@V\[O�4HW 

;OLYL»Z�Z[\Ɉ�HYV\UK�[OL�JVYULY�
from my house that I never even 
knew was there! That’s why the 
map’s a great resource. 

Tekai 
*V�JYLH[VY�VM�[OL�5L^OHT�@V\[O�4HW 

Lack of opportunity can often 
come from a lack of knowledge of 
what might be available
to you… Initiatives such as this 
can go a long way to increasing 
accessibility for young
people in Newham. 

Tom Bayley 
:LUPVY�@V\[O�>VYRLY

@V\[O�,TWV^LYTLU[�:LY]PJL

Illustration by Ada Jusic

Main project partners:  
<*3�;OL�)HY[SL[[�*LU[YL�MVY�(K]HUJLK�:WH[PHS�(UHS`ZPZ���+Y�3LHO�3V]L[[� 
and Dr Duncan Hay
@V\UN�WLVWSL���0YZOHK��@V\ZZLM��4HYPHUH��;LRHP��2HU`L��HUK�)PZP�
6UL�5L^OHT� 
5L^OHT�@V\[O�,TWV^LYTLU[���;VT�)H`SL`�

Location:�5L^OHT

As the pandemic developed, concerns emerged about how isolated and 
KPZJVUULJ[LK�`V\UN�WLVWSL�PU�5L^OHT�^LYL�MLLSPUN��6\Y�)HY[SL[[�*LU[YL�
for Advanced Spatial Analysis worked with local young people and youth 
WYV]PKLYZ�[V�ÄUK�H�ZVS\[PVU�I`�JYLH[PUN�[OL�5L^OHT�@V\[O�4HW�

@V\UN�WLVWSL�MYVT�/LHK:[HY[�HUK�-PNO[�MVY�7LHJL��IYV\NO[�[VNL[OLY�I`�[OL�
6UL�5L^OHT�JVTT\UP[`�WHY[ULYZOPW��SLHYU[�HIV\[�[OL�OPZ[VY`�VM�THWWPUN�
HUK�KPɈLYLU[�TL[OVKZ�[V�THRL�THWZ��;OL`�HSZV�JVSSHIVYH[LK�^P[O�YLZLHYJOLYZ�
MYVT�<*3»Z�*VUULJ[LK�,U]PYVUTLU[Z�[LHT�[V�KL]LSVW�[OL�5L^OHT�@V\[O�
4HW��;OL�THW�^HZ�I\PS[�\ZPUN�[OL�Memory Mapper Toolkit��HU�VWLU�ZV\YJL�
web application developed by UCL.
 
The project was delivered through eight online workshops over four months. 
Six participating young people researched, organised and populated the map 
to show what was available for young people across the borough and went on 
[V�KLSP]LY�H�[YHPUPUN�ZLZZPVU�[V����5L^OHT�*V\UJPS�Z[HɈ�HUK�JVUULJ[LK�`V\[O�
services, enabling the Council to use the map as a local resource.

CASE STUDY

Newham Youth Map

Find out more

Health and wellbeing

https://memorymapper.github.io/
https://connected-environments.org/portfolio/newham-youth-map/


Image: Shyla Williams with partners, 
Stebon Primary School, 
credit Poplar HARCA
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Main project partners: 
UCL Institute for Global Prosperity, The Bartlett Faculty of the Built Environment 
��+Y�:HɈYVU�>VVKJYHM[
:[LIVU�7YPTHY`�:JOVVS���2\SZ\TH�0ZSHT�
7VWSHY�/(9*(���:\S[HUH�@HZTPU�
LETTA Trust Schools
East End Community Foundation
Tower Hamlets Council
*VTT\UP[`�-PIYL!�PU[LYUL[�WYV]PKLY

Location: Tower Hamlets 

;OL�*V]PK�� �W\ISPJ�OLHS[O�HUK�ZVJPV�LJVUVTPJ�JYPZPZ�OHZ�OPNOSPNO[LK�[OL�L_[LU[�
and severity of inequality, poverty, and job insecurity across the most vulnerable 
ZLJ[VYZ�VM�[OL�<2�WVW\SH[PVU��

;OL�*VUULJ[PUN�*VTT\UP[PLZ�7YVQLJ[�^PSS�WYV]PKL���������SV^�PUJVTL�
households in Tower Hamlets with a free broadband internet connection, a 
Google Chromebook digital device, basic digital training, and IT support over 
two years. 

;̂ V�JP[PaLU�ZJPLU[PZ[Z��2\SZ\TH�0ZSHT��:[LIVU�7YPTHY`�:JOVVS��HUK�:\S[HUH�
@HZTPU��7VWSHY�/(9*(���^P[O�<*3»Z�0UZ[P[\[L�MVY�.SVIHS�7YVZWLYP[`�IHZLK�PU�
The Bartlett Faculty of the Built Environment, conducted a qualitative analysis 
to understand the experiences of nine families who have taken part in the 
WYVQLJ[��-PUKPUNZ�ZOV^�[OL�WYVQLJ[�OHK�YHWPK�HUK�PTWVY[HU[�ILULÄJPHS�PTWHJ[Z��
For example, access to the internet improved participants’ home schooling, 
remote working and job searching. The participants also reported increased 
opportunities to socially connect with their friends and family and to pursue new 
hobbies and interests.

The results, so far, demonstrate the importance of universal access to critical 
services, such as digital infrastructures, digital training and literacy across the 
population.

CASE STUDY

Connecting Communities Project

Find out more

It’s been such a struggle. I was 
having to link devices to get 
internet through my phone and 
my son and daughter, who both 
have schoolwork to do, were 
having to take turns. They’ve not 
been able to do a lot and they 
were falling behind. Having a 
proper broadband connection has 
THKL�H�IPN�KPɈLYLUJL� 

Esra Mallick
Project participant 

Health and wellbeing

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/igp/sites/bartlett_igp/files/new_cover_final_draft_ph_report.2020.01.22_2.pdf
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Recreation and outdoor spaces
Public parks and outdoor areas are essential to society as inclusive 
spaces for recreation and other uses. UCL East has been working with 
SVJHS�JVTT\UP[PLZ�[V�\UKLYZ[HUK�[OL�ILULÄ[Z�VM�NYLLU�ZWHJLZ�HUK�
open-air areas for residents. Access to outdoor spaces has been shown 
[V�IL�JY\JPHS�PU�OV^�WLVWSL�OHUKSL�[OL�LɈLJ[Z�VM�*V]PK�� ��

Researchers from The Bartlett Centre for Advanced Spatial 
Analysis at UCL worked with young people and local charities 
VU�H�VUL�KH`�V\[KVVY�^HSRPUN�^VYRZOVW�HYV\UK�[OL�9V`HS�
+VJRZ�PU�5L^OHT�[V�JYLH[L�HU�H\NTLU[LK�YLHSP[`��(9��[YHPS��
The end product, ARGH Mateys! invites walkers to discover 
powerful new writing by young people, hidden in digital 
WVY[OVSLZ�[OYV\NOV\[�[OL�+VJRZ��;OL`�ÄUK�(9�THYRLYZ�
H[�KPɈLYLU[�SVJH[PVUZ�JOVZLU�I`�[OL�^YP[LYZ�HUK�\ZL�[OLT�
[V�OLHY�[OLPY�WVL[Y`���ZWVRLU�I`�[OL�H\[OVYZ���HZ�HU�(9�
experience. Written extracts are sent via sms text messages 
for those without smart phones, and the content is available 
as an interactive map for anyone to enjoy online.

5L^OHT�*V\UJPS�PU]P[LK�<*3»Z�*LU[YL�MVY�(K]HUJLK�:WH[PHS�
Analysis to take part in its Citizen Assembly�PU�1\S`�������
Residents attending the Assembly were asked for their input in 
an envisioning exercise to generate ideas for new, safe green 
spaces for the borough. UCL researchers shared examples 
of their previous research, including installing Echo Boxes in 
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park to monitor the activity of bats in 
an urban environment, and the use of Internet of Things��0V;��
technologies for storytelling interactions with ancient trees on 

The way the project was 
facilitated was exceptional…  
at every stage the young people 
were the architects, from the 
design of the augmented reality 
marker to the location of the 
piece and the creation. 

Tom Bayley
:LUPVY�@V\[O�>VYRLY
@V\[O�,TWV^LYTLU[�

Giving people the chance to 
have their say forms part of a 
radical overhaul of democracy 
in the borough, designed to 
involve residents in decisions 
and build trust in the Council 
and make it a happier and 
healthier place to live. 

London Borough of Newham participant  
�HUVU`TV\Z�MLLKIHJR��

Hampstead Heath. UCL academics also answered questions 
from residents to help imagine possibilities for the local area. 
;OL�YLZ\S[�VM�[OPZ�PKLHZ�NLULYH[PVU�PZ�Z[PSS�[V�IL�ÄUHSPZLK��

Another UCL East project focused on the impact caused by 
the closure of east London’s Victoria Park, which shut its gates 
[V�]PZP[VYZ�MVY�[OL�SVUNLZ[�WLYPVK�PU�P[Z�����`LHY�OPZ[VY`�K\YPUN�
lockdown. The Breathing Space was a collaboration between 
UCL Anthropology, an east London artist, local residents and 
WHYR�^VYRLYZ�[V�JHW[\YL�[OL�JVTT\UP[`»Z�SPML�PU�[OL�*V]PK�� �
pandemic through stories and experiences of the park during 
this challenging and historic time. The resulting documentary 
discussed how east Londoners adapted to a ‘new normal’, 
including reduced outdoor activities, during the global 
pandemic. 

The links between human health, biodiversity and the natural 
environment will be central to the work of our People and 
5H[\YL�3HI�H[�<*3�,HZ[�^OLYL�^L�^PSS�IL�JYLH[PUN�H�SP]PUN�
landscape in partnership with local communities to explore 
issues of sustainability and health for people and the planet.

https://arghmateys.org/
https://www.newham.gov.uk/news/article/656/newham-launches-the-country-s-first-permanent-citizen-s-assembly-this-weekend
https://connected-environments.org/portfolio/shazamforbats/
https://connected-environments.org/portfolio/the-internet-of-trees-the-listening-wood/
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/urban-lab/events/2021/oct/film-screening-breathing-space
https://vimeo.com/504076023


Images from top: 
Skate dot model, skateboarding workshop 
participants, both credit City Mill Skate
Urban Pamphleteer, UCL Urban Laboratory

Image opposite:  
Vijay sharing experiences of Queen Elizabeth 
Olympic Park, credit UCL 
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Main project partners: 
<*3�;OL�)HY[SL[[�:JOVVS�VM�(YJOP[LJ[\YL���7YVM�0HPU�)VYKLU�
<*3�<YIHU�3HIVYH[VY`���7YVM�)LU�*HTWRPU
<*3�7O+�Z[\KLU[Z�;OVT�*HSSHU�9PSL`�HUK�:HUKLY�/VSZNLU
.VSKZTP[OZ��<UP]LYZP[`�VM�3VUKVU���+Y�,Z[OLY�:H`LYZ
:HT�.YPɉU���HY[PZ[�HUK�YLZLHYJOLY�
)L[VUN�7HYR���+HY`S�5VIIZ

Location: Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park

6\Y�*P[`�4PSS�:RH[L�YLZLHYJO�WYVQLJ[�PZ�VWLUPUN�V\Y�\UP]LYZP[`�ZWHJLZ�\W�[V�H�
more diverse audience by creating pieces of skateable architecture for use by 
[OL�W\ISPJ�H[�<*3�,HZ[��*P[`�4PSS�:RH[L�OHZ�ILLU�KL]LSVWLK�MYVT�[OL�NYV\UK�\W��
connecting skateboarders with artists and academics. 

The project invites participants to get creative and design new types of structure 
to skateboard on, over or around. It is about creating exciting environments for 
V[OLY�^OLLSLK�\ZLYZ�HUK�WLKLZ[YPHUZ�[VV��*P[`�4PSS�:RH[L�OHZ�LUNHNLK�^P[O�H�
IYVHK�JYVZZ�ZLJ[PVU�VM�[OL�ZRH[L�JVTT\UP[`!�THSL�HUK�MLTHSL�ZRH[LIVHYKLYZ�VM�
HSS�HNLZ��MYVT������`LHYZ�VSK��HKHW[P]L�ZRH[LIVHYKLYZ�MYVT�H�YHUNL�VM�L[OUPJP[PLZ�
and including those with no experience of higher education. 

*V]PK�� �JH\ZLK�[OL�WYVQLJ[�[V�ÄUK�UL^�HUK�JYLH[P]L�^H`Z�[V�LUNHNL�SVJHSS`�
^OLU�MHJL�[V�MHJL�HJ[P]P[PLZ�ILJHTL�PTWVZZPISL��+0@�RP[Z�VM�TH[LYPHSZ�^LYL�
WVZ[LK�V\[�[V����WHY[PJPWH[PUN�ZRH[LIVHYKLYZ��;OL`�^LYL�HZRLK�[V�THRL�ZTHSS�
models of ‘skate dots’ – incidental architecture that could provide interesting 
terrain for skateboarders. A selection of these model skate dots will be scaled up 
and installed into spaces around the UCL East campus.  

0U�LHYS`�Z\TTLY�������*P[`�4PSS�:RH[L�HSZV�YHU�[LU�MYLL�ZRH[L�SLZZVUZ�MVY����
`V\UN�WLVWSL�IL[^LLU�������`LHYZ�MYVT�5L^OHT��7LVWSL�VM�HSS�HIPSP[PLZ�HUK�
IHJRNYV\UKZ�H[[LUKLK"�����OHK�SLHYUPUN�KPZHIPSP[PLZ��HUK�����^LYL�NPYSZ��3H[LY��
TVYL�SLZZVUZ�^LYL�VɈLYLK�[V�`V\UN�WLVWSL�MYVT�LHZ[�3VUKVU�K\YPUN�[OL�HUU\HS�
East Summer School. Both events took place at Here East on Queen Elizabeth 
Olympic Park, which is also part of the East Bank education and cultural 
development partnership. 

CASE STUDY

City Mill Skate

Find out more

As people who are from east 
London, who grew up in east 
London, you kind of saw the
Olympics, changing the shape 
of it, it’s quite important for our 
voice to come through. 

Skateboarder and online  
workshop participant  
�HUVU`TV\Z�MLLKIHJR��

http://urbanpamphleteer.org/
https://citymillskate.com/
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It’s great because I can feel the 
line clearly, I can also walk faster. 
They should have lines like this 
everywhere, in parks, in the 
middle of the train platform so 
blind people can easily navigate. 

Hasmukh
Participant  

The voice and lived experience 
of disabled people has driven 
changes to the built environment 
and supported a change in 
culture. The two go hand in hand 
to create spaces that foster 
creativity and innovation while 
removing the barriers that disable. 

Kamran Mallick
*,6�+PZHIPSP[`�9PNO[Z�<2

 

Main project partners:  
<*3�.SVIHS�+PZHIPSP[`�0UUV]H[PVU�/\I���7O+�Z[\KLU[�4HY`HT�)HUK\RKH��
7YVM�*H[O`�/VSSV^H �̀�0HPU�4J2PUUVU
London Vision 
Bikeworks
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
 
Location: Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park

Amplifying Disabled Voices aims to improve access to public spaces for blind 
or partially sighted people, or those with a disability. Project participants, who 
were blind or partially sighted, reported feeling unsafe in public spaces during 
*V]PK�� ��HUK�^LYL�^VYYPLK�HIV\[�ZVJPHS�KPZ[HUJPUN�HUK�[V\JOPUN�Z\YMHJLZ��
 
;OL�WYVQLJ[�[LHT�JVUK\J[LK�VUSPUL�PKLH[PVU�^VYRZOVWZ�^P[O����ISPUK�HUK�
partially sighted people. These sessions were well received, and several 
participants went on to  share their experience of visiting Queen Elizabeth 
Olympic Park in person. In addition, Bikeworks participated in the project by 
VɈLYPUN�HSS�HIPSP[`�J`JSLZ��[O\Z�NP]PUN�\ZLYZ�^P[O�H�YHUNL�VM�ULLKZ�[OL�MYLLKVT�[V�
cycle safely in the park.  
 
The project resulted in recommendations for more inclusive activities on the Park 
HUK�PTWYV]PUN�^H`ÄUKPUN�MVY�ISPUK�HUK�WHY[PHSS`�ZPNO[LK�WLVWSL��Z\JO�HZ�YHPZLK�
ridges or ‘guidelines’ on pathways for long cane users. 

CASE STUDY

Amplifying Disabled Voices

Find out more

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ucl-east/news/2021/aug/blog-and-podcast-amplifying-disabled-voices-listening-community%20
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Education and learning
;^V�VM�[OL�IPN�JOHSSLUNLZ�MHJPUN�LHZ[�3VUKVU�MHTPSPLZ�K\YPUN�*V]PK�� �
have been home schooling and remote learning. Together with local 
education partners, UCL East’s schools engagement team adapted 
P[Z�V\[YLHJO�WSHUZ�[V�Ä[�[OL�ULLKZ�VM�LHZ[�3VUKVU�`V\UN�WLVWSL��[OLPY�
families, and teachers. As a result, UCL East worked with 28 east 
London schools and reached nearly 1,500 pupils.

UCL East’s schools engagement team developed a new, 
innovative programme for young audiences. An online, 
PU[LYHJ[P]L�X\LZ[PVU�HUZ^LY�ZLZZPVU��‘Ask the Expert!’ aimed 
at pupils who want to have their questions answered by 
L_WLY[Z��5LHYS`����<*3�HJHKLTPJ�HUK�UVU�HJHKLTPJ�Z[HɈ�
members answered young people’s questions on topics such 
as, ‘how does a TV remote control work?’ or ‘why do the rich 
keep getting richer, and the poor keep getting poorer?’. The 
answers to these questions, and many more, were uploaded 
[V�[OL�<*3�^LIZP[L��;OPZ�VUSPUL�YLZV\YJL�YLJLP]LK��������
WHNL]PL^Z�IL[^LLU�(\N\Z[������HUK�1\S`�������

East Careers Week aimed to showcase the diverse range 
of careers represented in the cultural and education district 
H[�,HZ[�)HUR��;VNL[OLY�HZ�WHY[ULYZ�^L�KLSP]LYLK����VUSPUL�
^VYRZOVWZ�MVY�W\WPSZ�MYVT�ZJOVVS�`LHYZ� �����<*3�,HZ[»Z�
ZJOVVSZ�LUNHNLTLU[�[LHT�HSZV�KLZPNULK�������OHYK�JVW`�
career packs, which were posted to 14 schools in east 
London. These hard copy packs were invaluable where 
students were unable to access the internet and when schools 
YL�VWLULK��

UCL East also took part in the East Summer School, which 
Y\UZ�V]LY�[^V�^LLRZ�PU�1\S`�(\N\Z[�LHJO�`LHY��6]LY�����
Z[\KLU[Z�WHY[PJPWH[LK�PU�VUL�VY�TVYL�VM�[OL����JV\YZLZ�VU�
VɈLY��<*3»Z�KPɈLYLU[�KLWHY[TLU[Z��PUJS\KPUN�<*3»Z�0UZ[P[\[L�
VM�4HRPUN��ZLL�JHZL�Z[\K`���KLSP]LYLK�VUSPUL�VY�MHJL�[V�MHJL�
activities at Here East in Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. 

<*3�:WLJPHS�*VSSLJ[PVUZ�HUK�5L^OHT�/LYP[HNL�4VU[O�
SH\UJOLK�H�5L^�*\YH[VYZ�7YVQLJ[�PU�SVJRKV^U�MVY�`V\UN�
WLVWSL�IL[^LLU�������`LHYZ�MYVT�LHZ[�3VUKVU��;OL�WYVQLJ[�
provided training in skills and competencies for working in 
the cultural heritage sector while demystifying the industry. 
;OL�V\[JVTL�^HZ�H�JVSSHIVYH[P]L�L_OPIP[PVU�MVY�[OL�5L^OHT�
/LYP[HNL�4VU[O�WYVNYHTTL�

<*3�,HZ[�JVUZ[Y\J[PVU�JVTWHUPLZ��4HJL�HUK�=PUJP��HSZV�
continued working with local communities throughout Covid 
restrictions, from volunteering activities to running hybrid 
learning programmes. One such project was the Real World 
3LHYUPUN�7YVNYHTTL�3LHKLYZOPW�(JHKLT`�^P[O�:JOVVS����
PU�5L^OHT��^OLYL�^VYR�L_WLYPLUJL�OHZ�KL]LSVWLK�@LHY�����
HUK����W\WPSZ»�LTWSV`HIPSP[`�ZRPSSZ��(KKP[PVUHSS �̀�W\WPSZ�TL[�
construction industry professionals and solved real problems 
in a workplace environment.

Educational outreach and partnerships with local schools are 
essential parts of UCL East’s engagement programme. We 
HYL�NYH[LM\S�[V�HSS�[OVZL�^OV�^VYRLK�ÅL_PIS`�HUK�JYLH[P]LS`�[V�
protect these activities despite the challenges of the pandemic 
and look forward to expanding this area of our work with our 
partners. 

I feel like I just discovered a 
KPɈLYLU[�WHY[�VM�B5L^OHTD�¯�
0»]L�ZLLU�P[�PU�H�KPɈLYLU[�SPNO[��
I used to think it was just a 
stereotype, but have found out 
so much. When I walk around, 
I’ll be wondering, if I see an old 
building, I’ll be thinking what’s 
the history behind this? 

Project participant
�HUVU`TV\Z�MLLKIHJR��

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/culture-online/ask-expert/ask-question
https://www.queenelizabetholympicpark.co.uk/our-story/supporting-communities/education-and-young-people/east-careers
https://www.queenelizabetholympicpark.co.uk/our-story/supporting-communities/education-and-young-people/east-education-summer-school


Image: East Summer School 
participants, credit LLDC
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Main project partners: 
<*3�0UZ[P[\[L�VM�4HRPUN���:HYHO�>PSRLZ�HUK�:HYH�)YV\^LY
3VUKVU�3LNHJ`�+L]LSVWTLU[�*VYWVYH[PVU��33+*����;HZUPT�:PKKPXH�(TPU

Location: Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park

;OL�0UZ[P[\[L�VM�4HRPUN�PZ�H�T\S[PKPZJPWSPUHY`�YLZLHYJO�JS\I�MVY�[OVZL�PU[LYLZ[LK�PU�
[OL�THKL�^VYSK!�THRLYZ�VM�TVSLJ\SLZ�[V�THRLYZ�VM�I\PSKPUNZ��ZV\W�[V�KPHTVUKZ��
socks to cities. Through the organisation’s popular events programme, the 
W\ISPJ�PZ�PU]P[LK�[V�L_WSVYL�[OL�SPURZ�IL[^LLU�HJHKLTPJ�YLZLHYJO�HUK�OHUKZ�VU�
L_WLYPLUJL��HUK�JLSLIYH[L�[OL�ZOLLY�QV`�VM�Z[\Ɉ�

-YVT�������[OL�0UZ[P[\[L�VM�4HRPUN�WYVK\JLK�H�UL^�WYVNYHTTL�VM�L]LU[Z�
MVY�`V\UN�WLVWSL��Z\WWVY[LK�I`�[OL�4HRPUN�:WHJLZ�YLZLHYJO�WYVQLJ[��M\UKLK�
by Lloyds Register, and delivered in partnership with the London Legacy 
+L]LSVWTLU[�*VYWVYH[PVU��33+*��MVY�P[Z�:\TTLY�HUK�(\[\TU�:JOVVSZ��

;OL�^VYRZOVWZ��SHYNLS`�OLSK�VUSPUL�K\L�[V�*6=0+�� �YLZ[YPJ[PVUZ��^LYL�VWLU�
[V�������HUK���¶���`LHY�VSKZ�MYVT�/HJRUL �̀�5L^OHT��;V^LY�/HTSL[Z�HUK�
>HS[OHT�-VYLZ[��HUK�^LYL�JV�KLZPNULK�^P[O�H�Z[LLYPUN�NYV\W�VM�`V\UN�WLVWSL��
In this way, the content and the delivery of online workshops were designed 
with the participants, not just approved by them. The group had just started 
wearing facemasks at school and wanted to personalise their own cotton masks 
HUK�\UKLYZ[HUK�TVYL�HIV\[�[OL�OLHS[O�HUK�LU]PYVUTLU[HS�ILULÄ[Z�VM�YL\ZHISL�
]LYZ\Z�KPZWVZHISL�THZRZ��;OL�WVW\SHY�*\Z[VTPZL�@V\Y�6^U�-HJL�4HZRZ�VUSPUL�
^VYRZOVW�^HZ�[OLU�[H\NO[�I`�;V[[LUOHT�IHZLK�[L_[PSLZ�KLZPNULY�9LILJRHO�
2LTP�(WHYH�

5LHYS`�����WHY[PJPWHU[Z�H[[LUKLK�[OL�0UZ[P[\[L�VM�4HRPUN�^VYRZOVWZ�MVY�[OL�,HZ[�
:\TTLY�:JOVVS�HUK�[OL�,HZ[�(\[\TU�:JOVVS��(SS�^VYRZOVWZ��MHJL�[V�MHJL�HUK�
VUSPUL��^LYL�YH[LK�HZ�ºL_JLSSLU[»�VY�º]LY`�NVVK»�I`�� ��VM�WHY[PJPWHU[Z��

CASE STUDY

East Summer School & East Autumn 
School workshops 

Find out more

I really enjoyed hearing about the 
KPɈLYLU[�JHYLLY�WH[OZ�[OH[�JV\SK�
IL�[HRLU�PU�KLZPNU�[LJO�B¯D�YLHSS`�
inspired me and I liked how they 
answered my question which 
^HZ�OV^�KV�[OL`�ÄUK�TV[P]H[PVU�
to do things, I really lack having 
motivation and the answers 
OLSWLK�TL�[V�[Y`�KPɈLYLU[�^H`Z�VM�
motivation. 

14 year old attendee  
�HUVU`TV\Z�MLLKIHJR�

‘3D design’ workshop participant

I really enjoyed today’s workshop. 
It revived my love for embroidery 
again and now I am addicted to 
sewing! I want to customise more 
face masks for my family and 
friends, and the face masks you 
sent to me were perfect. 

Grace L, aged 15
‘Customise your own Reusable 

Facemask’ workshop participant

This was so therapeutic! I can’t 
wait to experiment with this with 
the other mask. 

Grace R, aged 15
‘Customise your own Reusable 

Facemask’ workshop participant

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ucl-east/news/2021/sep/highlights-east-summer-school%20


Images opposite: 
Partipants of Engineering Tutoring Programme, 
credit UCL Engineering
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The tuition has been extremely useful. 
It helped me become more motivated 
as it forced me to get back into the 
ÅV^�VM�KVPUN�^VYR�VU�H�KHPS`�IHZPZ��
Since I started the tuition, the idea 
of me returning back to school has 
become less daunting because I 
am now in a position where I feel as 
though I can pass my mini exams 
with a good grade.. 

Year 13 pupil
Project Participant

Main project partners:  
<*3�,UNPULLYPUN���+Y�,SWPKH�4HRY`NPHUUP�4),
)(+<�*VTT\UP[`�*0*���5HUH�)HK\

Location: East London 

;OL�*V]PK�� �WHUKLTPJ�WYV]PKLK�H�KYHTH[PJ�YLTPUKLY�VM�[OL�HJJLSLYH[PUN�
education attainment gap between young people from disadvantaged 
IHJRNYV\UKZ�^OV�OH]L�ILLU�KPZWYVWVY[PVUH[LS`�HɈLJ[LK�I`�[OL�PTWHJ[�VM�[OL�
WHUKLTPJ�HUK�[OLPY�WLLYZ��(Z�H�YLZ\S[��[OL�KLTHUK�MVY�OPNO�X\HSP[`�[\[VYPUN�
PUJYLHZLK��;O\Z��[OL�<*3�,UNPULLYPUN�[LHT�Z[HY[LK�VɈLYPUN�HU�VUSPUL�]LYZPVU�
of its existing tutoring programme to address this disparity and educational 
inequality. 

The UCL Engineering Tutoring Programme collaborated with BADU 
*VTT\UP[`�HUK����LHZ[�3VUKVU�ZJOVVSZ��-YLL��KHPS`�������[\[VYPUN�ZLZZPVUZ�
PU�:;,4�Z\IQLJ[Z�^LYL�VɈLYLK�[V�ZLJVUKHY`�ZJOVVS�W\WPSZ��;OLZL�VUSPUL�
sessions were tailored to each pupil’s ability, learning style and pace, with 
input from teachers. UCL Engineering student tutors helped school pupils 
WYVNYLZZ�PU�:;,4�Z\IQLJ[Z�^OPSL�HJ[PUN�HZ�YVSL�TVKLSZ��0U�[V[HS��TVYL�[OHU�
�����[\[VYPUN�OV\YZ�^LYL�KLSP]LYLK�[V�����W\WPSZ�PU�@LHYZ� ¶����^P[O�����
MYVT�H�)(4,�IHJRNYV\UK��

6ɈLYPUN�[\[VYPUN�LU[PYLS`�VUSPUL�JYLH[LK�JOHSSLUNLZ��PUJS\KPUN�VUSPUL�
safeguarding rules and regulations, tackling digital poverty issues, and 
ÄUKPUN�UL^�^H`Z�[V�SLHYU�[VNL[OLY�VUSPUL��)\[�[OL�VUSPUL�KLSP]LY`�HSZV�VɈLYLK�
HU�VWWVY[\UP[`�[V�[OPUR�KPɈLYLU[S �̀�0[�ZOV^LK�[OL�WYVQLJ[�[LHT�OV^�[OL�
WYVNYHTTL�JHU�HJOPL]L�L]LU�TVYL�PU�H�WVZ[�*V]PK�� �^VYSK��0[�ILJHTL�JSLHY�
that there is a strong interest in collectively exploring resilience in education 
and what meaningful engagement might look like in the future.

7YVTV[PUN�^LSSILPUN�PU�LK\JH[PVU�[OYV\NO�:;,4�TLU[VYPUN�OLSWZ�`V\UN�
WLVWSL�KL]LSVW�UL^�ZRPSSZ��PUJYLHZL�Z\IQLJ[�ZWLJPÄJ�RUV^SLKNL�HUK�I\PSK�
JVUÄKLUJL�HUK�YLZPSPLUJL��0U�[OL�M\[\YL��[OL�WYVNYHTTL�^PSS�WYPVYP[PZL�
LK\JH[PVUHS�^LSS�ILPUN�[VNL[OLY�^P[O�HJHKLTPJ�WYVNYLZZPVU��^OPSL�
considering the diversity of young people. The hybrid model of delivery will 
cater for a broad range of abilities and levels of understanding. Crucial to the 
WYVNYHTTL»Z�JVU[PU\LK�Z\JJLZZ�PZ�OPNO�X\HSP[`�[\[VY�[YHPUPUN�HUK�LɈLJ[P]L�
[\[VY�[\[LL�TH[JOPUN�

During the pandemic, the tutoring programme team, was able to form 
exciting new partnerships with east London education providers who have 
unique local knowledge and community connections. Strengthening these 
links and incorporating community perspectives, young people’s voices and 
local knowledge will be vital to the future of UCL Engineering’s engagement 
work in east London.

CASE STUDY

Engineering Tutoring Programme

Find out more

Education and learning

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ucl-east/news/2021/mar/how-ucl-engineering-tutoring-programme-reducing-attainment-gap-east-london%20
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The best thing about being a tutor is 
the bonding and social experience. 
It is a breath of fresh air to meet the 
tutees every week, and their zeal to 
learn and excel inspires me to put in 
TVYL�LɈVY[Z�MVY�T`�V^U�HZZPNUTLU[Z�
and exams. It is, by far, a principle 
driving force for motivation for me as 
I get to help my tutees and also help 
myself along the way. 

Zarin Haque
UCL Engineering Tutor

I oversee all KS4 
interventions, and I can 
say that this intervention is 
by far the most rewarding 
for all involved. The tutors 
inspire our pupils to 
aim higher. Through the 
personalisation of learning, 
every student leaves the 
sessions feeling they can 
tackle the exam questions 
independently. They  
always look forward to 
their tutoring and that 
speaks volumes. I wish we 
had more! 

Danielle Osman
Assistant Principal

Chobham Academy
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Art and creativity
Cultural engagement is at the heart of UCL East’s relationship with east 
London. Aligning the work of community engagement and public art, 
we aim to create meaningful, creative and impactful collaborations. 
Through unprecedented times, UCL East’s engagement has continued 
providing funding, opportunities, and networks to connect UCL 
East teams with east London communities and support their art and 
creativity.

Trellis is a programme of knowledge exchange between 
researchers, east London artists and communities. The 
programme provides an opportunity for all participants to test 
out new frameworks for creative collaboration. 

(S[OV\NO�OLH]PS`�HɈLJ[LK�I`�[OL�WHUKLTPJ��[OL�;YLSSPZ�WYVQLJ[Z�
JVTTPZZPVULK�MVY�L_OPIP[PVU�PU�4HYJO������HJOPL]LK�NYLH[�
results in collaboration with their community partners. 
*V]PK�� �YLZ[YPJ[PVUZ�TLHU[�[OH[�[OL�WO`ZPJHS�L_OPIP[PVU�JV\SK�
not happen as planned. Instead, an online Trellis Festival 
was developed, celebrating both the art created and 
acknowledging the work by all the participants involved.

Trellis Festival projects: 
Xenia Citizen Science
H is for Hostile Environment
Mulberry – Tree of Plenty
‘Light Wave’
Flow Unlocked 

The Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park Great Get Together event 
YLZ\TLK�VU�H�ZTHSSLY�ZJHSL�PU������HM[LY�ILPUN�JHUJLSSLK�[OL�
previous summer. UCL invited visitors of all ages to discover 
Ancient Sudan and create masks inspired by its kings and 
queens or play ancient board games. These activities were 
PUZWPYLK�I`�\ZPUN���+�WYPU[LK�YLWSPJH�HY[LMHJ[Z�MYVT�<*3»Z�
7L[YPL�4\ZL\T�[V�LUNHNL�WYPTHY`�ZJOVVS�W\WPSZ��PU�H�WYVQLJ[�
supported by UCL masters students studying the role of 
museums and galleries in education.

The Avenue Road Down Memory Lane project focused on 
capturing the sense of place and community on a social 
housing estate in Leytonstone in Waltham Forest. The estate 
is  on the outskirts of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and is 
due for regeneration. UCL Special Collections, UCL students, 
JVTT\UP[`�NYV\WZ��YLZPKLU[Z�HUK�`V\UN�WLVWSL�JV�J\YH[LK�H�
]PY[\HS�YLHSP[`�L_WLYPLUJL�^P[O�H�SVJHS�ÄST�JVTWHU �̀�,���ÄSTZ���
;OL�ÄUHS�ðOP�^HZ�ZOV^U�[V�YLZPKLU[Z��HUK�M\Y[OLY�JV�JYLH[PVUZ�
are being explored. 

Our Integrating Arts into Disability Innovation project 
explored technology as a unique opportunity for expression 
and came about through collaboration between UCL’s Global 
Disability Innovation Hub, east London artists, and disabled 
people. Participants produced collaborative artistic outputs, 
and the overall experiences and knowledge gained will 
enhance and enrich UCL’s teaching and research. 

UCL East is all about bringing diverse minds together to 
listen, explore, push boundaries and respond to issues and 
challenges in the world. Which is why creativity and innovation 
are at the heart of our engagement programme in east 
London too. Here we have captured just a snapshot of the 
arts and culture projects that have brought new thinking and 
perspectives in the last year, despite the sector being one 
of the most challenged during the pandemic. These creative 
collaborations will continue to be central to UCL East and help 
WYV]PKL�H�IS\LWYPU[�MVY�LUNHNPUN�^P[O�WHY[ULYZ��PUJS\KPUN�Z[HY[�
ups, as we continue to support fresh enterprises on our new 
campus and in our surrounding London boroughs.

;VNL[OLY��[OLZL�Ä]L�WYVQLJ[Z�OH]L�
resulted in a multitude of artistic 
outputs – walks and workshops, 
ÄSTZ��KYH^PUNZ��WOV[VNYHWO �̀�HU�
artist’s book – as well as multiple 
legacies that may or may not 
IL�KLÄULK�HZ�HY[��PUJS\KPUN�UL^�
relationships, new knowledge and 
understanding, new ways of working 
together and, more tangibly perhaps, 
tree cuttings that will soon be planted 
in the grounds of UCL East. 

;VT�1LɈYL`Z
Writer

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/culture-online/trellis-2020-21
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/culture-online/trellis-2020-21/xenia-citizen-science-project
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/culture-online/trellis-2020-21/h-hostile-environment
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/culture-online/trellis-2020-21/mulberry-tree-plenty
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/culture-online/trellis-festival/light-wave
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/culture-online/trellis-2020-21/flow-unlocked
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ucl-east/news/2021/sep/get-together-returns
https://www.facebook.com/avenuememory/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=g6PgX7WJQYs&ab_channel=YanTong
https://www.disabilityinnovation.com/projects/a-call-on-disabled-peoples-organisations-for-an-exciting-new-project-arts-collaboration-opportunities-in-teaching-and-research-actor


Images from top: 
Through your eyes, credit Briony Campbell for 
FlowUnlocked; ‘Bag save number 3745’ by Jon Adams, 
which features on the cover of this report
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It’s been a total joy, it’s been so 
validating for me to be part of that 
safe space, to be encouraged to 
think maybe I do have something 
to share… it’s like a seed has been 
planted that makes me want to carry 
on doing this kind of thing. 

Caroline Oliver 
*V�JYLH[VY

This project has helped me to 
see me, and to see where those 
preconceptions of autistic people 
which others hold have intersected 
with defending authenticity. True 
participation is not a token gesture 
but a gift. 

Jon Adams 
Artist

Main project partners:  
.LVYNPH�7H]SVWV\SV\���<*3�WZ`JOVSVNPZ[��H\[PZT�YLZLHYJOLY�HUK�
neurodiversity advocate
)YPVU`�*HTWILSS���HY[PZ[�HUK�MHJPSP[H[VY�
1VU�(KHTZ���WYVQLJ[�THUHNLY��UL\YVKP]LYNLU[�HY[PZ[��WVS`TH[O�HUK�TLU[HS�
health champion

Location: East London 

-SV^�<USVJRLK�PZ�HU�H\[PZ[PJ�SLK�WYVQLJ[�[OH[�L_WSVYLZ�[OL�PTWVY[HUJL�VM�
relationships and belonging to autistic people’s wellbeing. The project aims to 
increase awareness of the intense sensitivity with which autistic people relate 
to the world. Traditionally, many studies and projects are done about autistic 
WLVWSL��UV[�^P[O�[OLT��-SV^�<USVJRLK�IYVRL�[OL�TV\SK�I`�YLKLÄUPUN�H\[PZ[PJ�
narratives from lived experience.

Autistic east Londoners joined creative writing workshops based on 
H�ZP_�TVU[O�H\[PZ[PJ�SLK�JVUZ\S[H[PVU�WYVJLZZ��;OL`�L_WSVYLK�[OLPY�
relationships with place, people, objects and nature. This neurodiverse and 
multidisciplinary group built a safe space for sharing perspectives and writing
WVL[Y`�VU�YLSH[PVUZOPWZ��HUK�[OL�LɈLJ[Z�VM�SVJRKV^U�

=PZ\HS�HY[PZ[Z�THKL�WHPU[PUNZ��KYH^PUNZ��WVL[Y �̀�WOV[VNYHWO`�HUK�ÄST�^VYRZ�
inspired by the words written and spoken during the workshops, revealing 
authentic lived experiences and rewriting the stereotypes that exist about 
H\[PZ[PJ�WLVWSL��@V\�JHU�LUQV`�H�ZHTWSL�VM�[OL�HY[^VYR�WYVK\JLK�HZ�H�YLZ\S[�
on the front cover of this report.

CASE STUDY

Flow Unlocked

Find out more

https://flowunlocked.co.uk/


Images: 
RGB East photography, and exhibition 
visitor, credit Declan Slattery
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I liked the questions the programme 
raised about perception/memory/ 
biology and how an individual 
can experience ‘reality’ through a 
T\S[PWSPJP[`�VM�ÄS[LYZ�¯WVPU[PUN�[V�
a uniqueness and the absurdity of 
standardisation. 

Participant  
�HUVU`TV\Z�MLLKIHJR�

Main project partners:  
<*3�0UZ[P[\[L�VM�6WO[OHSTVSVN`���+Y�,TPS`�7H[[LYZVU�
<*3�:SHKL�:JOVVS�VM�-PUL�(Y[���1V�.\PSL
Into Focus 
Four Corners Film and Photography Centre

Location: Tower Hamlets 

9.)�Z[HUKZ�MVY�YLK��NYLLU��HUK�IS\L��;OL�SPNO[�ZLUZP[P]L�JLSSZ�PU�V\Y�L`LZ�HYL�
sensitive to these colours. UCL’s Institute of Ophthalmology and UCL’s Slade 
:JOVVS�VM�-PUL�(Y[�JV�KLZPNULK�H�ZLYPLZ�VM�^VYRZOVWZ�^P[O�0U[V�-VJ\Z��HU�
east London charity specialising in photography. 

This intergenerational project enabled twelve Tower Hamlets residents of 
KPɈLYLU[�HNLZ�[V�WYVK\JL�[YHKP[PVUHS�ISHJR�HUK�^OP[L�HUK�JVSV\Y�WOV[VNYHWOZ�
HSVUNZPKL�PU]LY[LK�KPNP[HS�JVSV\Y�WYPU[Z��;OYV\NO�H�ZJPLU[PÄJHSS`�LUNHNLK�
photographic practice, participants explored their relationship with Tower 
Hamlets through colour. 

;OL�ÄUHS�JVSV\Y�PSS\ZPVU�WOV[VNYHWOZ�^LYL�L_OPIP[LK�PU�;V^LY�/HTSL[Z�PU�
Z\TTLY�������

CASE STUDY

RGB East

Find out more

Art and creativity

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/slade/news/2021/07/into-focus-rgb-east-in-collaboration
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Advice and support
During this pandemic year, UCL East’s engagement programmes swiftly 
adapted to maintain east Londoners’ access to advice and guidance on 
THUHNPUN�L]LY`KH`�SPML��KLZWP[L�\UL_WLJ[LK�JOHUNLZ�K\L�[V�*V]PK�� ��
Peer support and access to communities of practice for providers 
also ensured a steady stream of opportunities for longer term ideas 
generation and the launch of new projects.

In Stratford, the UCL Integrated Legal Advice Clinic�VɈLYZ�
MYLL�SLNHS�HK]PJL�PU�OV\ZPUN��^LSMHYL�ILULÄ[Z��JVTT\UP[`�JHYL�
and education law. During the pandemic, services moved 
VUSPUL��HS[OV\NO�PU�WLYZVU�HK]PJL�ZLZZPVUZ�^LYL�KLSP]LYLK�H[�
]HYPV\Z�WVPU[Z�K\YPUN�SVJRKV^UZ��;OL�*SPUPJ�ZH^�H�ZPNUPÄJHU[�
ZWPRL�PU�LUX\PYPLZ�K\YPUN�[OL�`LHY��^P[O�Q\Z[�V]LY�����UL^�
LUX\PYPLZ�HUK�����UL^�JHZLZ��;OL�MLLKIHJR�YLJLP]LK�^HZ�]LY`�
WVZP[P]L!������VM�JSPLU[Z�^V\SK�YLJVTTLUK�[OL�ZLY]PJLZ�[V�H�
friend and use the Clinic’s services again.

UCL’s Institute for Innovation and Public Purpose provided 
L]HS\H[PVU�Z\WWVY[�[V�/HJRUL`�HUK�5L^OHT�*V\UJPSZ»� 
Here to Help project. This aimed to increase the capacity of 
the Councils’ social welfare services to meet the growing 
needs of vulnerable residents during the pandemic. 

;OL�[^V�IVYV\NOZ�YHU�H�WPSV[�[OH[�LX\PWWLK�Z[HɈ�^P[O�
improved mechanisms for residents to access the right 
Z\WWVY[�TVYL�LɉJPLU[S �̀�<*3�YLZLHYJOLYZ»�L]HS\H[PVU�VM�[OL�
pilot, showed that the programme had enhanced the capacity 
VM�MYVU[SPUL�Z[HɈ�^OV�MLS[�TVYL�Z\WWVY[LK�HUK�HISL�[V�LUNHNL�
better with residents.  

Social Hackathons�HYL�WYVISLT�ZVS]PUN�L]LU[Z�JV�OVZ[LK�
by UCL’s Volunteering Service and community organisations. 
UCL students are placed with a local community group for a 
day, devising solutions to issues presented to them. During 
the pandemic, social hackathons were moved online. One 
L_HTWSL�^HZ�^P[O�2,,5�3VUKVU��H�JOHYP[`�WYV]PKPUN�VUL�
[V�VUL�Z\WWVY[�MVY�JOPSKYLU�^P[O�HKKP[PVUHS�ULLKZ�H[�MYLL�
sports events, where UCL volunteers were asked to review 

UCL’s service is excellent, very 
helpful and kind. Thank you so 
much for your support and help. 

Client 
�HUVU`TV\Z�MLLKIHJR�

2,,5»Z�]VS\U[LLY�YL[LU[PVU��;OL`�JVUK\J[LK�^LI�YLZLHYJO��
PKLU[PÄLK�UL^�^H`Z�[V�TV[P]H[L�]VS\U[LLYZ��HUK�YL]PL^LK�[OL�
organisation’s social media presence. As a result, a report 
^HZ�WYVK\JLK�[OH[�PUMVYTZ�2,,5»Z�]VS\U[LLY�THUHNLTLU[�
strategies.

([�<*3�,HZ[�^L�^PSS�JVU[PU\L�[V�ÅL_�HUK�JVSSHIVYH[L�HUK�KYH^�
on the extensive resources UCL can provide to help partners 
maximise the impact of the vital services they provide, through 
evidence gathering, analysis and evaluation.

As a small charity with limited 
resources, events like the UCL 
Social Hackathon can help 
directly inform our strategies 
and give us new perspectives. 
The students came up with 
some great ideas about how to 
engage volunteers using training, 
rewards, and social media (one 
group even designed a TikTok 
dance challenge for us!), and 
we’re planning to put some of 
these into practice over the next 
few months.

Social Hackathon participant  
�HUVU`TV\Z�MLLKIHJR��

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/access-to-justice/
https://www7.studentsunionucl.org/volunteering/about/social-hackathons


Images this page: 
Plexal breakout space, credit Plexal

Image opposite: 
Money A+E team, credit Money A+E
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Main project partners: 
<*3�0UUV]H[PVU��,U[LYWYPZL���+Y�4HY[PU�+H]PLZ
<*3�.SVIHS�+PZHIPSP[`�0UUV]H[PVU�/\I���7YVMLZZVY�*H[O`�/VSSV^H`
.+0�/\I�*0*���=PJRP�(\Z[PU
+PZHIPSP[`�9PNO[Z�<2���2HTYHU�4HSSPJR
7SL_HS���(UKYL^�9V\NOHU
33+*���,TTH�-YVZ[
/LYL�,HZ[���1HZLS�5HUKOH
3V\NOIVYV\NO�<UP]LYZP[`�PU�3VUKVU���)LU�*VSL
<(3�3VUKVU�*VSSLNL�VM�-HZOPVU���3PUKH�9VILY[Z

Location: 8\LLU�,SPaHIL[O�6S`TWPJ�7HYR��8,67�

,HZ[�3VUKVU�0UJS\ZP]L�,U[LYWYPZL�AVUL��,30,A��^HZ�HU�HJJLSLYH[VY�WYVNYHTTL�
focused on entrepreneurs and design thinkers who are disabled or whose work 
MVJ\ZLZ�VU�KPZHISLK�WLVWSL��-YVT�:LW[LTILY������[V�4HYJO�������,30,A�
OLSWLK����LU[YLWYLUL\YZ�HJJLSLYH[L�[OL�KL]LSVWTLU[�VM�WYVK\J[Z�HUK�ZLY]PJLZ�
that addressed unmet needs, from the idea stage to global deployment. The 
WHY[ULYZ�HSZV�JV�WYVK\JLK�H�ZL[�VM�Z\WWVY[PUN�WYVNYHTTLZ��HUK�����WLVWSL�
H[[LUKLK�VUSPUL�^VYRZOVWZ�VU�KPɈLYLU[�[VWPJZ��:\WWVY[LK�I`�H�NYHU[�MYVT�
9LZLHYJO�,UNSHUK�HUK�JV�PU]LZ[TLU[�MYVT�^VYRZWHJL�H[�7SL_HS��[OL�WYVNYHTTL�
HSZV�LUHISLK�L_WLY[�N\PKLK�TVKPÄJH[PVUZ�[V�IL�THKL�HYV\UK�[OL�ZOHYLK�VɉJLZ�
at Plexal and these accessibility improvements remain a legacy of the activity. 

Another key outcome of the programme was a podcast series, The Inclusive 
Innovators��^P[O�V]LY� �����Z[YLHTZ�IL[^LLU�4HYJO�HUK�(\N\Z[�������0U�
addition, innovators were invited to present their progress to public and expert 
ÄUHUJPHS�HUK�I\ZPULZZ�KL]LSVWTLU[�H\KPLUJLZ�H[�HU�L]LU[�PU�4HYJO�������
OVZ[LK�I`�[OL�7HYHS`TWPJ�H[OSL[L�)HYVULZZ�.YL`�;OVTWZVU�

CASE STUDY

East London Inclusive Enterprise Zone (ELIEZ) 

Find out more

The voice and lived experience 
of disabled people has driven 
changes to the built environment 
and supported a change in 
culture. The two go hand in hand 
to create spaces that foster 
creativity and innovation while 
removing the barriers that disable. 

Kamran Mallick  
*,6��+PZHIPSP[`�9PNO[Z�<2�

It has been a privilege to have a 
workspace at Plexal and attend 
workshops with like-minded 
people in the industry. One of the 
THQVY�ILULÄ[Z�VM�ILPUN�WHY[�VM�
ELIEZ was getting a mentor. The 
ELIEZ team has been great in 
sharing knowledge and making 
connections 

Anike Mlemchuku  
Founder, Lapapo 

https://soundcloud.com/uclsound/sets/inclusive-innovators
https://soundcloud.com/uclsound/sets/inclusive-innovators
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/inclusive-enterprise-zone/
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This was more than just a 
pleasant surprise for us: it 
underlined the lasting value of 
providing accessible, community-
led money support to Diverse 
Ethnic Communities. 

Suzy Kirby
Comms Director

4VUL`�(�, 

Main project partners:  
UCL Institute for Global Prosperity, The Bartlett Faculty of the Built Environment  
��+Y�*OYPZ[VWOLY�/HYRLY
4VUL`�(�,���:\a`�2PYI �̀�1LYY`�+\YPUN�HUK�.YLN�(ZOI`
 
Location:�5L^OHT

4VUL`�(�,�WYV]PKLZ�TVUL`�HK]PJL�HUK�LK\JH[PVU�[V�5L^OHT�YLZPKLU[Z��;OL�
charity saw a threefold increase in demand for its services. Those who were 
HSYLHK`�Z[Y\NNSPUN�WYL�WHUKLTPJ�^LYL�SLM[�LZWLJPHSS`�]\SULYHISL��*VSSHIVYH[PUN�
^P[O�<*3»Z�0UZ[P[\[L�MVY�.SVIHS�7YVZWLYP[ �̀�4VUL`�(�,�ZV\NO[�[V�\UKLYZ[HUK�[OL�
situation better and adapt their services for those ‘slipping through the cracks’.

<*3�9LZLHYJOLYZ�TL[�^P[O�4VUL`�(�,»Z�ZLY]PJL�\ZLYZ�[V�\UKLYZ[HUK�TVYL�
HIV\[�PZZ\LZ�HYV\UK�OV\ZPUN��LTWSV`TLU[�HUK�ÄUHUJLZ�PU�NLULYHS��;OL�Z[\K`�
MV\UK�[OH[�*V]PK�� �OHK�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�YLK\JLK�PUKP]PK\HSZ»�HUK�JVTT\UP[PLZ»�
V]LYHSS�HIPSP[`�[V�SP]L�PU�[OLPY�OVTLZ�ZHMLS �̀�-VY�L_HTWSL��HIV\[�����VM�ZLY]PJL�
\ZLYZ�YLWVY[LK�UV[�WH`PUN�YLU[��HUK�ULHYS`�����OHK�NHZ��LSLJ[YPJP[ �̀�VY�[OLPY�
PU[LYUL[�[\YULK�VɈ��)HZLK�VU�[OLZL�ÄUKPUNZ��4VUL`�(�,�HKHW[LK�P[Z�ZLY]PJLZ��
WYV]PKPUN�TVYL�Z\WWVY[�HYV\UK�OV\ZPUN"�����VM�YLZWVUKLU[Z�YLWVY[LK�[OLZL�
services positively impacted their everyday lives.
 

CASE STUDY

Money A+E

Find out more

https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/igp/news/2020/sep/new-report-finds-decbame-groups-were-hit-harder-lockdown-benefited-financial-education
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Ways forward

During the pandemic, UCL East’s engagement teams 
connected and supported communities in east London, as 
^LSS�HZ�<*3�Z[HɈ�HUK�Z[\KLU[Z��*YLH[PUN�ZHML�ZWHJLZ�[V�ZOHYL�
lived experiences and design solutions together was integral to 
Z\WWVY[PUN�WLVWSL»Z�YLJV]LY`�MYVT�*V]PK�� ��0�HT�WYV\K�VM�OV^�
we adapted our engagement programmes to suit the changed 
situation and of how we continue to listen and work together in 
[OL�ZWPYP[�VM�JVSSHIVYH[PVU��JV�JYLH[PVU�HUK�JV�KLSP]LY �̀��
 
�����PZ�H�SHUKTHYR�`LHY�MVY�<*3�^OLU�^L�^PSS�ÄUHSS`�IL�HISL�
[V�^LSJVTL�V\Y�LHZ[�3VUKVU�ULPNOIV\YZ�PU[V�[OL�ÄYZ[�VM�[^V�
new campus buildings on Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park 
and strengthen our engagement with local communities. Our 
Institute for Global Prosperity has launched a Citizen Scientist 
Academy, supported by Compost London��H�5L^OHT�IHZLK�
Community Interest Company providing support to voluntary 
and community sector groups to help them grow, develop and 
[OYP]L��;OL�(JHKLT`�PZ�HSZV�JYLH[PUN�[OL�<2»Z�ÄYZ[�WLVWSL�SLK�
study to understand the impact on individual prosperity of the 
ongoing regeneration in east London.

UCL is also spearheading the new SHIFT innovation district for 
east London. This will see seven organisations with links to the 
Olympic Park together creating a new inclusive ‘living testbed’ to 
improve climate resilience, the movement of people and goods 
and the health and wellbeing of our cities, bringing together 
changemakers from the community, business and academia. 

UCL East will continue to support the Good Growth Hub, which 
VɈLYZ�JHYLLY�VWWVY[\UP[PLZ��[YHPUPUN�HUK�ZRPSSZ�[V����[V����`LHY�
old east Londoners and diverse, new talent to local businesses. 
6\Y�JVUZ[Y\J[PVU�JVTWHUPLZ��4HJL�HUK�=PUJP��^PSS�JVU[PU\L�[OLPY�
^LSS�LZ[HISPZOLK�HWWYLU[PJL�ZJOLTL��VɈLYPUN�SVJHS�LTWSV`TLU[�
and skills development opportunities to east Londoners.   
 
We are creating a new model at East Bank of how a university 
campus can embed itself within its locality. We would love 
to hear from you if you have ideas about partnering or 
collaboration. Follow us on Twitter @UCLEast or please email us 
via ucleast@ucl.ac.uk.

Simon Cane 
UCL Director of Cultural Engagement

As we approach the opening of UCL East in the autumn of 
������[OL�^H`�^L�LUNHNL�^P[O�SVJHS�WLVWSL�PU�LHZ[�3VUKVU�
has never been so important.

UCL’s new campus represents an exciting opportunity for us 
to increase our engagement in the Olympic boroughs. This 
report shows the plethora of activity conducted over the past 
year, bringing us closer to our partners and communities and 
strengthening those relationships. 

Despite all the challenges of the pandemic, fantastic 
contributions have been made to east London, and I 
congratulate all those who have worked together to create 
this success. I am even more excited to see how we build on 
this work and make an even greater impact in future.

Professor Alan Thompson
7YV�7YV]VZ[��3VUKVU��HUK�+LHU�VM�)YHPU�:JPLUJLZ

https://londonprosperityboard.org/citizen-scientists/
https://londonprosperityboard.org/citizen-scientists/
https://compostlondon.org.uk/
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ucl-east/news/2022/jan/ucl-helps-spearhead-new-shift-innovation-district-london
https://www.anewdirection.org.uk/goodgrowthhub
https://twitter.com/UCLEast
mailto:ucleast@ucl.ac.uk


For everyone listed here and many others, our thanks for your 
engagement with UCL East. We look forward to continuing to 
work with you in 2022 and beyond.

(�5L^�+PYLJ[PVU
BADU Community Centre, 
Barclays Eagle Labs
Barking & Dagenham Council
Betong Park
Bikeworks
Bravand and ICAEW
Bridge Academy
Briony Campbell
Canary Wharf College
Cardinal Pole
Christian Sinibaldi
Clapton Girls Academy
Community Fibre 
Compost London 
+HU�4H`ÄLSK
+HY`S�5VIIZ�
E17 Films
East End Community Foundation
,K^PU�4PUNHYK
Elizabeth Benjamin
,TPS`�)YPZLSKLU�>H[LYZ
Dr Esther Sayers
Fight for Peace
Foundation for Future London
Four Corners Film
.LVYNL�4P[JOLSS�7YPTHY`
Grace Crannis

Hackney Council 
Hackney Quest
HeadStart
Into Focus
1HUL�>H[[
1VU�(KHTZ�
2HP[LUL�2HYVU[LUN
2HYVSPUH�9HJa`UZRP
2,,5�3VUKVU
2LYLU�>LP[aILYN
2VPZ�4PHO�
2YPZP[P�4PUJOPU
2\SZ\TH�0ZSHT
Lendlease
London College of Fashion
London Legacy Development 
Corporation
3VUKVU�5PNO[�*aHY
London Vision
Loughborough University London
4HYH^H�0IYHOPT�
4VUL`�(�,
5L^OHT�*V\UJPS
5L^OHT�/LYP[HNL�4VU[O
5L^OHT�@V\[O�,TWV^LYTLU[
6UL�5L^OHT
Our Parklife 
Peter Bennett

Plexal
Poplar HARCA
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
Raze Collective
9VZPL�4\YKVJO
Royal Docks
Royal Docks Learning and Activity 
Centre 
9\IILUH�(\YHUNaLI�;HYPX�
:HT�.YPɉU�
Sara Heywood
Sarah Carne
:JOVVS���
Skatebiscuit
SociAbility
:[�4HYNHYL[»Z�/V\ZL
:[VRL�5L^PUN[VU�:JOVVS
:\S[HUH�@HZTPU
;OL�7S\N�@V\[O�0UUV]H[PVU�(NLUJ`
Tower Hamlets Council
=(�4\ZL\T�VM�*OPSKOVVK
Vicki Hambley
Waltham Forest Council
West Silvertown Foundation
@V\[O�,TWV^LYTLU[
@]LZ�:HSTVU

1VYKHU�(IHUR^HO
Associate Prof Tim Adlam
Sarah Albala
Dr Alexandra Albert 
7O+�Z[\KLU[�4HY`HT�)HUK\RKH
Prof Iain Borden 
7O+�Z[\KLU[�2H[L�)\Y[VU
7O+�Z[\KLU[�;OVT�*HSSHU�9PSL`
Prof Ben Campkin
Dr David Chau 
Harnett Chau 
+Y�4HY[PU�KL�1VKL
+Y�1H`�+LYYPJR
Sam Fardghassemi

Caroline Francis 
1V�.\PSL�
Dr Christopher Harker
Dr Duncan Hay
Prof Catherine Holloway
PhD student Sander Hölsgens
7YVM�(UK`�/\KZVU�:TP[O
7YVM�/LSLUL�1VɈL
Prof Dinah Lammiman 
Dr Leah Lovett
+Y�,SWPKH�4HRY`NPHUUP�4),
3H\YH�4HYZOHSS
0HPU�4J2PUUVU�
+Y�*SHYL�4LSO\PZO

+Y�.LTTH�4VVYL
Dr Emily Patterson 
Dr Georgia Pavlopoulou
Dr Shoba Poduval 
Danielle Purkiss 
Dr Rebecca Ross
Guglielmo Rossi
Hannah Sender
Dr Valerio Signorelli 
PhD student Caroline Wilson
Prof Bencie Woll 
+Y�:HɈYVU�>VVKJYHM[

East London 

UCL



We were kept involved and 
consulted on everything and 
had a lot of input into how we 
wanted to be represented - 
what ideas we liked and didn’t 
like. Everyone was equally 
important; our opinions were 
all valued.

Ben Wheeler 
*V�JYLH[VY��-SV^�<USVJRLK� 

Trellis arts programme

ucleast@ucl.ac.uk 
������� ������
www.ucl.ac.uk/ucl-east
    
    @UCLEast

UCL East Campus
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
London 
E20 2AE

Cover image:  
‘Bag save number 3745’ by Jon Adams

from Flow Unlocked, a creative autistic led 
collaborative project, part of the Trellis programme
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